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Introduction: ILO and co-ops



International Labour Organization (ILO)

• The oldest UN specialized agency since 
1919 responsible for world of work issues

• 187 member states 
• 4 strategic objectives: standards, 

employment, social protection, social 
dialogue

• 4 pillars of the Decent Work Agenda: 
employment creation, social protection, 
rights at work and social dialogue

• A custodian of SDG 8



ILO and cooperatives

• From its creation, the ILO has recognized the 
importance of cooperatives as a means of 
implementing its mandate to achieve social 
justice and full employment

• It remains the only specialized agency of the UN 
with an explicit mandate on cooperatives

• It has a Cooperatives Unit since 1920
• The ILO Constitution gives cooperative 

organizations a consultative status



History of cooperatives in the ILO



Ariel Guarco meets Guy Ryder: 
strengthening historic ties between ICA & ILO 

09 May 2018



ILO Promotion of Cooperatives 
Recommendation, 2002 (No. 193)

• Recommendation No. 127 only focusses on 
developing countries and the enterprise 
nature of cooperatives was underemphasised

• Recommendation No. 193 applies to all types 
and forms of cooperatives in all the sectors of 
the economy 

• Recognizes the ICA cooperative values and 
principles

• Provides guidelines on the role of 
governments, employers’ and workers’ 
organization to create enabling environment 
for cooperatives



ILO Cooperatives Unit

• ILO services on cooperatives and other social 
and solidarity economy enterprises (SSEEs) 
are managed through the COOP Unit in the 
Enterprises Department

• COOP Unit services ILO constituents directly 
or through ILO’s enterprise specialists in its 
field offices in close partnership with 
cooperative and SSE movements



New standard for co-op stats adopted
under the Philippine chairmanship



I. Disruptive Technologies and

the Fourth Industrial Revolution

impacting the Philippines



Q) What are the two sources of disruption

that are affecting the future of

the ASEAN economies?



“Global value chains are continuing to shift, 
especially from East Asia, but also increasing 
reshoring… New technologies are disrupting and 
fostering a technology-based model of production, 
challenging especially the region’s SMEs.”
[WEF (Sep. 2018) Shaping ASEAN’s Future Readiness]

“Can ASEAN Turn Geostrategic 
and Technological Disruption 
into Opportunity?”
[Project Syndicate, Sep. 4, 2018]

“Trade war and costs speeding shifts 
of production to ASEAN and USA”
[Next Big Future, Sep. 21, 2018]



WAGE WORKERS AT HIGH-RISK OF AUTOMATION
IN KEY SECTORS IN ASEAN-5 

SIMULATIONS ON JOBS SUSCEPTIBLE TO DIGITALIZATION 

[ILO (2017) ASEAN in Transformation: How technology is changing jobs and enterprises]



“Recent changes put the competitiveness paradigm of
low-cost manufacturing exports

as a means for growth and development
at risk. ”

“The quality of labour and higher productivity
will be the new source of production advantages.”

[World Economic Forum and A.T. Kearney (2018) Readiness for the Future of Production Report 2018
and

World Economic Forum and A.T. Kearney (2018) Shaping ASEAN’s Future Readiness]



Philippine manufacturing labour competitive

[McKinsey & Company (2018)  Industry 4.0: Reinvigorating ASEAN Manufacturing for the Future] 



Q) Is Philippines adapting to Industry 4.0?



“The recent assessment report of WEF 
showed that Philippines has a low level of 

readiness for future production ”

[Asec. Aldaba, DTI, quoted by the Philippine Information Agency on May 17, 2018]



PHL belongs to the “legacy” countries category

India
Philippines
Thailand

Singapore
Malaysia
China
Japan

Hong Kong SAR
Australia
New Zealand

Bangladesh
Cambodia
Indonesia
Vietnam

[World Economic Forum and A.T. Kearney (2018) Readiness for the Future of Production Report 2018



Philippines geared towards Industry 4.0
DOST gears up for Industry 4.0, launches SETUP 2.0 
at S&T Week



Firms working on Industry 4.0 in PHL

Cal-Comp to bring PH to the future



Nascent but vibrant startup scene in PHL

• Over 200 startups 
[PwC (2017) Off to a great start: 
The Philippine startup 
ecosystem]

• 60+ FinTech startups 
[Philippines FinTech Startup 
Report 2017]

• Access to global 
startup investors



Blockchain is here, disrupting banks and others

“‘SWIFT is Expensive’: Major 
Philippine Bank Taps IBM for Japan 
Blockchain Remittance”

Blockchain Association of 
the Philippines established

“Ateneo, MediXserve launch 1st university-
based blockchain research center”



II. Future of Work challenges & opportunities

related to disruptive technologies



“There is growing dissatisfaction with the increases

in the precariousness of the labour market ”

[New Economics Foundation (2018) A Better Gig]



Precariousness & other challenges remain in PHL labour market 
despite the high growth and the decline in vulnerable employment

Job-slow growth (job-less growth in 2017)
GDP and employment growth (in percent)

Growing precarious employment
Employees in precarious employment (in thousands)

Large informal employment
Informal employment (in percent)

High youth unemployment & NEET rate
Youth unemployment and NEET rates by region (in %)

 Continuing 
reliance

on OFWs & 
remittances

[ILO (2017) Decent Work Country Diagnostics



The technology and jobs analysis “coincided” 
with the “job-less growth” of 2017

Job-slow growth (job-less growth in 2017)
GDP and employment growth (in percent)

WAGE WORKERS AT HIGH-RISK OF AUTOMATION IN ASEAN-5
SIMULATIONS ON JOBS SUSCEPTIBLE TO DIGITALIZATION

[ILO (2017) ASEAN in Transformation: How technology is changing jobs and enterprises]

[ILO (2017) Decent Work Country Diagnostics



Q) Can the retrenched workers due to technology

catch up with the increasing requirements

in the jobs of tomorrow?



The contractualization regulations come to co-ops
Growing precarious employment
Employees in precarious employment (in thousands)

[ILO (2017) Decent Work Country Diagnostics



Blockchain traceability in your smart phone



Blockchain for worker rights initiatives

Cobalt: blockchain tested in 
the DRC in an effort to 
combat child labor



With the Grab-Uber merger in the Philippines,

the gig economy euphoria is gone…



“Increasing concerns around tech monopolies and 

the potential erosion of workers’ rights through the gig 
economy have raised questions over

who really holds control over the platforms”

[New Economics Foundation (2018) Disrupting Together: The Challenges (and Opportunities) for Platform Co-operatives]



ILO supporting the Future of Work dialogue

FoW is a three-stage global research

-dialogue of the ILO towards 2019.

• Work and society

• Decent jobs for all

• The organization of work & production

• The governance of work



III. Cooperative Future:

challenges and opportunities



“In today’s changing world of work, there is a 
need for alternatives that can reverse the 

deterioration of worker rights. Cooperatives 
have a unique opportunity to make an impact, 

given the growing global requests for new 
forms of business and growth models”

[Simel Esim, Manager, Cooperatives Unit, ILO]



Significant co-op presence globally

• 2.94 million co-ops w/ 1.13 billion members
• Generated 279.4 million jobs (9.46% of the world’s 

employment): 
– 10% in co-ops (co-op employees or worker-members)
– 90% within the scope of co-ops (mainly self-employed 

producer-members in agriculture)
• the largest 300 cooperatives across 25 countries had a 

turnover of 2.5 trillion USD in 2015



Philippines represents the strong co-op 
presence in Asia Pacific



Rise of the Social & Solidarity Economy (SSE) 
out of the market/government failure 



Bigger-than-Amazon co-op delivery in Japan

- Prepared food delivery

- Consumer co-op delivery
(52% in FY 2016)

- E-grocer delivery

[Press release on the food delivery market survey by Yano Research Institute, 12 Sep. 2017]

Growth of the food delivery market in Japan100 mil yen

- Home delivery meal

- Pizza delivery

- Milk delivery



Growth of the platform e-grocer in India –
years after the co-op success in the White Revolution

Started in 2011, 
bigbasket.com grew to 
occupy more than half of 
the Indian e-commerce 
market. With investment 
from Alibaba, it is seen to 
become a next unicorn and 
competing harshly with 
Amazon in India.



Cooperatives tapping blockchain

“FairCoin activates the 
world’s first ‘co-operative’ 
blockchain”

“Next, the Internet: Building a Cooperative Digital Space “

“Ark, a new all-in-one 
blockchain solution available to 

users, developers and startups, is using the 
innovative smartbridge system to offer 
flexibility and power like never before. It is the 
first blockchain ecosystem to be incorporated 
in the European Union, having been 

incorporated in France as a 
cooperative society. “



Platform cooperativism explored

Emerging cooperative responses
to gig economy in Asia (ILO) 

Directory: Platform Cooperativism

Platform Cooperativism Consortium



More on ILO’s cooperative future debate

Interview with 
Trebor Scholz –
connecting 
cooperatives to the 
future of work, 
digitally

Spotlight Interviews with Co-operators

NeedsMap: Visualizing and 
matching social needs 
through an online cooperative 
platform in Turkey

FoW Issue Note Series

SSE
&

FoW



Are we ready for disruptions

and

for a cooperative future?


